Plato’s Pond
Teacher’s Packet
A teacher’s guide to the science experiments
needed to solve the mystery in Plato’s Pond.
Recommended for classroom use.
Grades 5-7 (UK Years 6-8)
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Dear Educator,
Welcome to Plato’s Pond, a thrilling mystery that will have your students engaging in scientific inquiry to solve a crime. The Master Key was
stolen in the far-off land of Gaia. A key that–if it is not recovered–will not
only disrupt the delicate ecological balance of Gaia, it will also leave three
teenagers, Watson, Crick and Rosalind stranded there forever. It is up to
your students to look for clues and conduct science experiments to save
Gaia and get the book’s heroes home.
During the story, your students will follow the book’s main characters as
they travel through Gaia searching for the thief. A series of clues leads the
three teenagers into six different ecosystems, each filled with a wild variety of plants and animals. Within these unique environments it becomes
evident that in order to solve the crime it is imperative to understand how
animals adapt to these habitats.
Watson, Crick and Rosalind also unearth forensic evidence, but on Gaia
they lack the resources to conduct the experiments needed to analyse
it. Out of desperation they seek assistance by using a smart phone to
post the experiments online. Your students can help by conducting
these experiments and using their results to eliminate innocent suspects.
After all the experiments are done, only one suspect will remain, the thief!
In this way, Plato’s Pond is unique in that it uses science experimentation as
an objective, not just science experiments for experiments’ sake.
By participating, your students will enjoy an exciting mystery while
enhancing their critical thinking skills and gaining experience in scientific
experimentation.
The mystery is afoot,
Fred Andrews
Author Plato’s Pond
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Experiments
River Deposits

Did Mr Plover bury the crowbar?

Dancing Raisins

Did Ms Crowler spill the suckelberry soda?

Surface Tension

Who jumped in Bophut Pond?

Cabbage pH

Whose shoes were at the scene of the crime?

Copper Plating

Where did the nail on the ransom note come from?
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Plato’s Pond aligns with the following US National Standards
(for supplementing classroom learning Grades 5-7)
British National Standards are listed in the back of this packet.

Content Standard A: Science as Inquiry

Students will gain the following abilities necessary to do scientific inquiry
• Identify questions that can be answered through scientific investigation.
• Use appropriate tools and techniques to gather, analyze and interpret
data.
• Develop descriptions, explanations, predictions, and models using
evidence.
• Think critically and logically to make the relationship between evidence
and explanations.

Content Standard B: Physical Science

Students will develop an understanding of
• Properties and changes of properties in matter

Content Standard C: Life Science

Students will develop an understanding of
• Structure and function in living systems
• Diversity and adaptations of organisms

Content Standard D: Earth Science

Students will develop an understanding of
• Structure of the earth system as it relates to erosion, deposition and
sedimentation
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Experiment 1
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Did Mr Plover
bury the crowbar?
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Experiment 1.
River deposits.
In the story.

In chapter 14, Rosalind stumbles upon the remainder
of the crowbar that was used to pry open the door to
the cave where the Master Key was stolen. Watson digs
deeper. They notice that the soil from the hole where the
crowbar was buried was layered with fine particles at
the top and coarse particles at the bottom.
Shortly thereafter (chapter 15), Watson discovers that soil on Mr Plover’s
shovel is moist and looks like the dirt they had just dug to uncover the
crowbar. Mr Plover admits that he was digging by Stumporl Stream in search
of tammy tubers, but he claims he knows nothing about the crowbar. Watson
suspects that Mr Plover is lying, and that he used the shovel to bury the
evidence. There is another possibility of how the crowbar was buried; your
students can conduct an experiment to find out what really happened.
Objectives.
By performing this experiment, students will:
• compare how sediments are deposited in fast-moving water to
how sediments are deposited in slow-moving water by
recreating these environments in the lab.
• correctly match the term “graded bedding” with the image that
exhibits larger, coarser sediment on the bottom that progressively becomes finer towards the top.
• deduce that the crowbar in the story must have been buried by
the slowing down and eventual drying up of Stumporl Stream
by matching the results of their experiment with what Watson
observed in the story.

Preparation.
This experiment works best if the soil sample is made up of a wide variety of
different size particles, from pebbles, to sand, to silt and clay. One good way
to ensure the proper variation is to separate your students and have some collect only pebbles, others sand, and others collect only fine soils such as clay
and silt. Once these samples are collected, mix them together to use in this
experiment.
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Time.
20 to 30 minutes, plus time to observe the experiment’s results after it sits
overnight.
Materials needed.
(per student or lab group)
• two clear two-litre soft drink bottles or two large glass jars
with lids
• a large spoon, small shovel or garden trowel
• a bucket or pail
• a magnifying glass
• a permanent marker
• a funnel or rolled piece of paper (You will only need this of
you are using the two-litre soft drink bottles.)
• a litre of soil that is made up of equal parts of coarse
material (such as pebbles), fine material (such as sand) and
very fine material (such as clay or silt )
Procedure.
(for one experiment)
1. Read through all the steps of the procedure before starting your
experiment.
2. Collect enough soil to fill at least one two-litre soft drink bottle. Make
sure your soil sample is made up of different size particles, including
some pebbles, sand and silt. You may want to collect your soil sample
from at least three different areas to ensure a good, well-mixed sample.
3. Using a spoon, garden trowel or stick, mix the soil thoroughly. This is
the soil sample that you will use throughout the experiment.
4. If you are using two-litre soft drink bottles, cut one of the bottles in half
and discard its top in a recycling bin. Label the lower half shovel with a
permanent marker. Label the uncut bottle stream. If you are using large
glass jars, label one jar shovel and the other, stream.
1a.
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5.
6.
7.

Using a spoon or garden trowel, fill the container you labelled shovel
with about five inches of soil sample and set it aside.
Fill the container that you labelled stream with about five inches of
soil from your sample. (Use a funnel or a rolled piece of
paper to get the soil into the bottle without spilling.)
Fill the rest of the container labelled stream with water. Leave about
one or two inches of space at the top of the container to prevent
spilling.
1b.

8. Cap the container labelled stream securely and shake it thoroughly until
all the soil is well mixed in the swirling water. The dirty swirling water
represents sediment suspended in moving water, such as a stream.

1c.

While the water is still swirling, set the container labelled stream
next to the container labelled shovel and let it rest overnight.
10. The next day, without disturbing the containers, use a magnifying glass
to look carefully at the two containers. What do you observe? Compare
the results of this experiment with the image labelled, 1d.
9.
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1d.

Conclusion.
Students will observe that the sediment from moving water exhibits large
particles, such as pebbles on the bottom, to progressively finer grains toward
the top. They will also observe the sediment composition from the shovel is
random. Watson had observed that the crowbar was buried in soil that
exhibited larger particles near the bottom with finer particles at the top. From
these observations your students can conclude that the crowbar was buried
from
sediments deposited by the drying up of Stumporl Stream.
Using the suspects table to solve the crime.
After completing this experiment, students can fill in the first column of the
suspects table as shown below. A check mark is next to Mr Plover’s name
because the results of the experiment show that the crowbar was buried by
natural sedimentation. Mr Plover, therefore, was not lying when he told the
kids that he did not bury the crowbar.
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For further exploration.
The water velocity of a river changes as it meanders through the countryside.
River bends, as well as width and depth greatly affect water speed. Have your
students describe the sediment they would expect to find in shallow parts of
the river compared to deeper areas. Also have your students describe the sediment they would expect to find near the inside and the outside of a bend in a
river.
Relating to the environment.
• The river bed of a fast-flowing stream usually is made up
of heavier gravel and stones because all the lighter soils are
carried away. River deltas have very fertile ground because
the water slows as it branches out, depositing lighter,
organic particles that are nutrient rich.
• The damming of rivers for irrigation and other
industry has the disadvantage of preventing the
natural fertilisation of the land from periodically flooding.

Snicktaw Creek

Note: That the rocks and pebbles gradually get larger as they
get closer to the creek’s edge. These rocks and pebbles were
deposited in the spring, after a seasonal snow melt, when the
water level was high.
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Did Ms Crowler spill
the suckelberry soda?
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Experiment 2.
Dancing raisins.
In the story.

In chapter 19, Watson, Crick and Rosalind discover
a newly painted sign made just for them by the thief.
Knowing that the thief must be close by, they follow
a trail of fresh paint through the woods to the shore
of the Bophut Pond. The trail of paint goes right to
the edge of the water and then vanishes. Our heroes
are about to give up their pursuit when they discover that Ms Crowler’s house
is on the other side of the pond. The three approach her house, and when Ms
Crowler answers the door she is soaking wet from head to toe.
Ms Crowler is bubbling with charm when she meets her guests and apologizes
for her soggy appearance. She explains that she was washing up after tripping
on a rake and spilling a tub of sweetened carbonated water all over herself
while making a batch of suckelberry soda. After further investigation Watson
observes a puddle of water with raisin-like fruit rising and sinking in it. He
wants to know if the water was from carbonated suckelberry soda, or the pond.
This experiment will help him determine if Ms Crowler was telling the truth.
Time.
About 15 to 20 minutes.
Objectives.
By performing this experiment, students will:
•
compare the results of what happens to raisins placed in a glass of
water with raisins placed in a glass of carbonated water by observing
them side by side over time.
•
deduce that raisins rise from bubbles in the carbonated water by
observing bubbles adhering to the side of the wrinkled fruit.
•
reason that the raisins sink when they loose their bubbles by
observing bubbles of gas escaping (popping) when the raisins reach
the surface of the water.
•
deduce that the rising and sinking suckelberries in the story were in
a puddle of carbonated water and that Ms Crowler was telling the
truth by comparing the results of their experiment with what Watson
observed.
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Materials needed.
(per student or lab group)
• a can or bottle of carbonated water or clear soft drink like 7-Up™
or Sprite™
•
two tall, clear glasses or plastic cups
•
12 or more raisins (fresh raisins work the best)
•
a glass of tap water
Procedure.
1. Fill one glass with tap water and the other with carbonated water or
clear soft drink.
2. Drop six or seven raisins into the glass of tap water and drop six or
seven raisins into the glass of carbonated water or soft drink.
3. Watch the raisins for a few seconds. Describe what is happening to the
raisins. Do they sink or float? Do you notice any difference in how the
raisins behave in the tap compared to the carbonated beverage? Keep
watching. What happens in the next several minutes?
Conclusion.
Bubbles in carbonated beverages adhere to and collect on raisins, causing
them to float. When these bubbles pop, the raisins sink. This cycle repeats
until the carbonated liquid loses its ability to create bubbles.
Using the suspects table to solve the crime.
The results of this experiment show that liquid in the puddle was carbonated
and therefore Ms Crowler was telling the truth. Encourage your students to use
their own reasoning to conclude how important the results of this experiment
are in determining the innocence or guilt of the suspects.
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Where do the bubbles come from?
Carbonated beverages are prepared by putting the beverage into a can or bottle
under high pressure with carbon dioxide gas. The high pressure causes the
carbon dioxide gas to dissolve in the liquid. When the can or bottle is opened
the pressure inside the can decreases allowing some of the carbon dioxide gas
dissolved in the liquid to escape as bubbles.
Why do the raisins rise?
A raisin’s density is slightly more than water and therefore the fruit will sink.
When a raisin is placed in carbonated water, it will initially sink to the bottom.
However, once the raisin settles, folds in its skin “catch” some of the bubbles
that are released in the carbonated water. The density of the carbon dioxide
in the bubbles is much lower than the density of water. Eventually enough
bubbles will adhere to the raisin so the combined density of the raisin and
bubbles is less than the surrounding water and the raisin will rise.
Why do the raisins fall?
When the raisin covered with bubbles reaches the surface, many of the bubbles
break, releasing their carbon dioxide. With less bubbles on the raisin, the
raisin’s density increases. When the raisin loses enough bubbles, so its overall
density is greater than the surrounding water, it will sink.

Relating to our environment.
Submarines don’t attach bubbles to their sides to rise or sink. Instead,
submarines have an inner and an outer steel shell, called a hull. The
space in between the two hulls is called the ballast tank. It can be filled
with either air or water. When the submarine is floating on the surface,
the ballast tanks are filled with air and the submarine’s overall density
is less than that of the surrounding water.
To dive, the submarine crew opens up valves to let air out of the ballast
tanks. It’s like the bubbles on the raisin popping. Seawater rushes in to
fill the space that was taken up by air. This increases the ship’s density.
When the density of the submarine is greater than the surrounding
water, it begins to sink. This is called negative buoyancy.
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To keep the submarine at a specific level, the crew must adjust the
mixture of air and water in the ballasts so the density of submarine is
the same as the surrounding water. This is called neutral buoyancy.

?
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Who jumped in
Bophut Pond?
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Experiment 3.
The surface tension of water.
In the story.
In chapter 20, Ms Crowler’s hair touches the
bowl of floating suckelberry seeds, causing the
seeds to scatter towards the edge of the bowl.
Watson suspects that Ms Crowler is wet from
trying to escape detection by jumping into the
Bophut Pond and is having trouble believing
her story.
By comparing the results of this experiment,
we can see if Ms Crowler was telling the truth
when she said that she didn’t have time to wash
the soap out of her hair.
Time:
About 15 - 20 minutes.
Objectives.
By performing this experiment, students will:
•
observe that soap breaks up water tension by comparing the results of
dipping a soapy, wet paintbrush into water covered with pepper to the
results of dipping a wet paint brush without soap into water covered
with pepper.
•
deduce that there was soap in Ms Crowler’s hair and therefore she was
being truthful by comparing their findings from the paintbrush experiment to what the characters in the book observed when Ms Crowler’s
hair caused the floating suckleberry seeds to scatter.

Materials Needed.
(per student or lab group)
• a bowl or glass of water
• pepper or dried sesame seeds
• soap (washing up liquid or shampoo)
• two paintbrushes
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Procedure.
1. Place a bowl of water on the table. Let it rest until the water is calm.
Sprinkle some pepper on the surface of the water.
2. Dip one paintbrush in soap and the other in plain water.
3. Gently dip the tip of the wet paintbrush (no soap) into the bowl of
pepper covered water. What happens?.
4. Gently dip the tip of the soap-covered paintbrush into the bowl. What
happens?
Conclusion.
Students will observe that soap breaks up water tension and pepper will scatter
to the edge of the bowl. Students will also observe that when a wet paintbrush
without soap is dipped into the water, the pepper will neither scatter nor sink.
This is what Watson and the kids observed with the seeds in Ms Crowler’s
house when she dipped her hair into the bowl. Therefore, your students can
reason that results of this experiment indicate that there was still some soap in
Ms Crowler’s hair, and further deduce that Ms Crowler was telling the truth
when she said that she didn’t have time to properly rinse her hair.
Using the suspects table to solve the crime.
After completing this experiment, students will be able to fill in the third column by using logic and deduction. They can further reason that Ms Crowler
was
telling the truth, which supports her innocence.
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For further exploration.
•

If you bend the inside loop of a paper clip to
make a small handle so that you can lower
it softly, you can float it on the “skin” of
water. Lower the paper clip flat against the
surface, slowly, and without touching the
surface of the water with your fingertips.
Ask your students what will happen if you
add a drop of soap to the water next to the
floating paper clip?

•

Using an eye dropper, you can demonstrate how water beads on a
plastic or waxed surface. By pushing adjacent drops together, students
can see the cohesive force (stickiness) of water as it forms even larger
beads. As a challenge have your students try this and see who can
make the largest single “bead” of water.

Relating to our environment.
•

Small insects such as the water strider can walk on water
because surface tension is strong enough to support their
weight.

•

Disinfectants are usually solutions of low surface tension. This
allows them to spread out on the cell walls of bacteria and
disrupt them.
Tents are somewhat waterproof because the surface tension of
water will bridge the pores in the finely woven fabric. But if
you touch the tent fabric with your finger, you break the
surface tension, which allows the rain to drip through.

•
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For further study.
What is Surface Tension?
Your students know most things are slippery when wet. But water molecules,
when it comes to other water molecules, are sticky. This is because water
molecules have a strong attraction to each other.
In the centre of a glass of water, water molecules
are sticking to other water molecules in all directions because they are all attracted to each other.
At the surface, there are no water molecules
above for them to stick to, so there is nothing
pulling the surface molecules up. These surface
molecules, therefore, stick more to the molecules
next to them than to other water molecules below them. This extra stickiness
forms a “skin” at the surface of the water that is called surface tension.
Why water molecules stick together.
Water molecules stick to each other because of their molecular makeup. Each
water molecule is made of two hydrogen atoms (H) and one oxygen atom (O).
The two hydrogen atoms are smaller and positive. They are attached to a
larger, negative oxygen atom in a water molecule. A water molecule’s shape is
easy to remember if you think it looks like Mickey Mouse™.
The hydrogen side of a water molecule tends to be slightly positive while the
oxygen side tends to be slightly negative. Positive and negative charges
attract each other, so water molecules’ positive sides are attracted to other
water molecules’ negative sides. This attraction, known as hydrogen bonding,
is why water is sticky at its molecular level.
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Whose shoes were at
the scene of the crime?
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Experiment 4.
Making a pH indicator from cabbage.
In the story.
In chapter 31, Watson makes a pH indicator
from red cabbage juice to help him find out
which suspects’ shoes tracked soil from the
scene of the crime. He knows that soil from
the cave is basic and rarely occurring. He also observed that red cabbage juice,
when mixed with the soils found on the souls of the suspects’ boots, exhibited
three different colors:
1. Mr Plover and Mr Mopster’s turned red.
2. Mr Grazzbur and Ms Blodderbum‘s turned a greenish blue
3. Ms Crowler’s didn’t change color at all, but remained purple
Plato unfortunately spilled their cabbage juice and were unable to conduct
further experiments to determine which color represented an acid, a base or
neutral pH.
Time.
About 30 minutes.
Objectives.

By performing this experiment, students will:
•
observe that red cabbage juice works as a natural pH indicator by
comparing color changes when it is mixed with known acids and
bases.
•
observe that acids will turn the cabbage juice a reddish pink color,
that bases will turn it blueish green, and that neutral pH substances,
like water, will not change the color of the juice.
•
deduce that Mr Grazzbur and Ms Blodderbum both had stepped
in basic soil and most likely had visited the scene of the crime by
comparing the color results of a known base with the color Watson
observed when he mixed the soil taken from the suspects’ boots with
cabbage juice.
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Materials needed.
(per student or lab group)
•
one-third of a red cabbage head
•
five small clear glasses or cups
•
a bowl of hot water
•
clear tape and a permanent marker
•
a sieve or colander
•
some bases, like baking soda and washing-up liquid.
•
some acids, like lemon juice and white vinegar
Procedure.
1. Break up about one-third of a head of red cabbage into tiny pieces.
2. Soak the cabbage pieces in warm water for at least two hours. Best if
you leave it overnight.
3. Separate the cabbage juice from the cabbage by carefully pouring the
juice into an empty glass. You may want to use a sieve to keep out any
cabbage pieces.
4. Prepare bases to be tested. Pour about a quarter cup (60 millilitres) of
washing up liquid into a glass. In another glass mix about a quarter
cup of water with a tablespoon (15 millilitres) of baking soda. Label
these glasses base.
5. Prepare your acids. Pour about a quarter cup of lemon juice into a
glass. In another glass pour the same amount of white vinegar. Label
these glasses acid.
6. In another glass pour about a quarter cup of water. Label this glass
neutral pH.
7. Pour about two tablespoons (30 millilitres) of red cabbage juice into
each of your labelled glasses. Mix each solution carefully and observe
the color changes.
Warning.
Cabbage juice may stain clothing or work tops.
Conclusion.
Students will observe that acids turn their pH indicator pink or red, bases
turn their pH indicator a bluish green, and water will not change color at all.
Comparing their results will show that Mr Grazzbur and Ms Blodderbum had
basic soil on the soles of their boots, and therefore were most likely to have
visited the scene of the crime, a cave with very basic soil.
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Using the suspects table to solve the crime.
Students can now fill in column four.

What is an acid?

Most of us are familiar with the term acid. For years,
Hollywood has shown us some extreme examples of
acids. You might have seen a movie in which a bottle
of acid drops, breaks and burns a hole in the floor.

Indeed, very strong acids can burn and should be
handled with care. Some acids are so strong that just
smelling them can burn your nose! However, many other acids are safe to
handle. Some examples of weaker acids include: lemon juice, orange juice and
vinegar. Red cabbage juice will turn into a different color when mixed with an
acid.
What is a base?
Strong bases can be just as corrosive and dangerous to
handle as strong acids. Some drain cleaners that you use
to dissolve clogs are strong bases. However, like acids,
some bases are weak and safe to handle. Baking soda and
washing up liquid are two bases that are safe to touch.
Red cabbage juice will also turn colors when mixed with
a base. This color is a different color than the color it
changed into when it was mixed with an acid.
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What is pH?
A simple understanding of pH is that it is used to measure whether or not a
solution is an acid, a base or neutral. A neutral solution is neither an acid nor a
base. Pure water is neutral pH.
Explaining the pH scale.
The scale is from 1 to 14. Seven is neutral and is the pH of pure water.
Solutions with a pH less than seven are acidic and solutions with a pH
greater than seven are basic (or alkaline).
Further exploration.
In your students’ experiment, lemon juice created a red-pink color while baking soda created a blue-green color. Have your students predict what color
they would see if they mixed the two solutions together, and then have them
do it. Can they use this information to better understand how antacids work
or why farmers often use lime (a base made from limestone) to neutralise acid
soils.
Red cabbage makes an excellent pH indicator. Your students may wonder if
other plants also make good pH indicators. Have your students experiment
with other plants such as beets, blueberries, and red grapes to see if they too
can be used as pH indicators
Pollution from coal-burning power plants often lowers the pH of rain , creating acid rain, which in turn can lower the pH of lakes, streams and soil. Why
would a lake that has a granite bed be more susceptible to acid rain than a lake
with a limestone bed? Have your students grind up limestone and test it with
their pH indicator to get a better idea of why this happens.
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For further study.
Why is hydrogen important in understanding pH?
Understanding pH on the molecular level is difficult for young kids to
understand and is not usually not taught until well after year 12 and even then
usually only to students who are studying chemistry. However, here’s a quick,
simplified version that may be useful to you.
The letters pH are an abbreviation for potential of hydrogen, which means
whether or not a solution has the potential to react with other solutions by
giving up or taking in hydrogen ions. An acid will react by giving up hydrogen ions, whereas a base will react by taking in
hydrogen ions. Sometimes these reactions can
be violent, like when mixing baking soda and
vinegar.
The water molecule, H2O.
Water is made of two hydrogen atoms and one
oxygen atom. Oxygen atoms have a negative
charge while hydrogen atoms have a positive charge. Oxygen’s negative
charge is twice as strong hydrogen’s positive charge, so it takes
two hydrogen atoms to match the negative charge of oxygen. This
balance of charges makes water neutral.
Acid solutions have an abundance of positively
charged hydrogen atoms which are called hydrogen
ions (H+) The more H+ ions present in solution, the
stronger the acid.
Base solutions (also called alkaline solutions) have an
abundance of hydroxide ions (OH-). The bond of one
hydrogen to one oxygen atom is a hydroxide ion. The more OH- ions in solution, the stronger the base.
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Relating to the environment.
Why does red cabbage juice change color?
Red cabbage contains the dye anthocyanin, which reacts to
either hydrogen ions or hydroxide ions in a solution by
changing color. This makes it a pH indicator. Its molecules are
changed by a chemical reaction when they release or capture
hydrogen ions. These differences also affect how anthocyanin

molecules absorb different wavelengths of the color spectrum.
The wavelength of light that is not absorbed gets reflected back
to our eyes, the color we see. So different wavelengths of light
being absorbed results in different wavelengths being reflected
back to our eyes, which we see as different colors.

a) Visible light is separated into its individual colors by refraction
through a prism. b) All the colors of the visible spectrum are absorbed,
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Where did the nail on the
ransom note come from?
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Experiment 5.
Copper plating.
In the story.
In chapter 23, Crick sees that the nail used to post a
note on a cactus is partly covered in copper, just like Mr
Mopster’s rake. Watson remembers that vinegar mixed
with salt dissolves copper and iron. They want to test the
hypothesis that a vinegar and salt solution will dissolve
copper and later deposit it on steel. This will help indicate
where the nail came from.
Time.
20 to 30 minutes, plus time to observe the experiment’s results after it sits
overnight.

Objectives.
By performing this experiment, students will:
• observe that copper coins will become shiny and clean when
they are soaked in a salt and vinegar solution by comparing
pennies before and after soaking them in the solution.
• compare steel nails soaked in a salt, vinegar and copper solution
to nails that are just soaked in a salt and vinegar solution.
• deduce that the copper on the nails came from the copper that
was dissolved in the vinegar and salt solution.
• deduce that the nail used to attach the ransom note to the
oorgave cactus must have been exposed to a solution of salt,
vinegar and dissolved copper because it exhibited the same
characteristics as the results of this experiment.
• deduce that the nails in Mr. Grazzbur’s and Mr Mopster’s
sheds were each exposed to dissolved copper solution when
the Vinegar River flooded by comparing the suspects’ homes
location on the book’s map to the path of the Vinegar River, the
salt mine and the copper mine.
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Materials needed
(per student or lab group)
•
six to ten pennie
•
120 millilitres (1/2 cup) white vinegar
•
10 millilitres (2 teaspoons) salt
•
two clear, shallow bowls (not metal)
six clean steel nails (not galvanised or coated)
•
•
a mixing bowl
•
paper towels
Procedure.
Put the vinegar and salt in the mixing bowl. Stir until all the salt
1.
dissolves.
2.
Pour equal amounts of the vinegar-salt solution from the mixing
bowl into each shallow bowl. Label one bowl copper and the other
bowl no copper.
Dump all the coins into the bowl marked copper. Do not put any
3.
coins in the bowl marked no copper. After 20 minutes, take the coins
out of the liquid and place them on a paper towel to dry. Do the coins
look any different than when you first put them into the solution?
4.

Place 3 nails into the bowl labelled copper by leaning the nails
against the side of the bowl so
that only part of each nail is in the
liquid.
Do the same for the bowl marked
no copper.

5.

After an hour, look at the nails. Are
they two different colors? Leave
the nails in both bowls overnight
and check them again in the
morning. Did the nails in the bowl labelled no copper change? How
about the nails in the bowl labelled copper? Based the description in
the story, do you think the nails in either of the bowls look like the
nail that was used to post the note on the oorgave cactus?
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Conclusion.
A salt-vinegar solution can dissolve copper and copper oxide. A salt-vinegar
solution that dissolved copper can later deposit the copper on the iron. (This is
known as copper plating)
Students can conclude that the copper-coated nail found in the oorgave cactus
was the result of the nail sitting in a solution of copper, vinegar and salt, just
like the nails that were submerged in the Vinegar River, which had flooded a
salt mine and a copper mine.
Using the suspects table to solve the crime.
Students can now fill in column five. The only suspects who live on
the Vinegar River are Ms Blodderbum, Mr Grazzbur and Mr Mopster.
Ms Blodderbum’s houseboat is on the Vinegar River, but is upstream from
the salt mine. Only Mr. Grazzbur and Mr. Mopster had tool sheds that were
located downstream of the salt mine and the copper mine. Therefore the nail
from the oorgave cactus most likely came from either Mr Mopster’s or Mr
Grazzbur’s shed.
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For further study.
Everything around you is made up of tiny particles called atoms. The copper
of a two-pence (or any other copper alloy coin) is made up of copper and other
atoms.
Your vinegar and salt solution is a weak acid. When
you put your coins in the vinegar and salt solution,
the copper starts to dissolve. This means some copper atoms leave the coins and start floating around
in your solution. But when these copper atoms leave
the coin, they leave two of their electrons behind.
These copper atoms, which are missing some of
their electrons are called copper ions. Because copper ions are missing negatively charged electrons
they are positively charged.
Steel nails are a metal made by combining iron, other metals, and carbon. As
you found out with your coins, your mixture of salt and vinegar is really good
at dissolving metals. When you put the steel nails in the mixture, some of the
iron dissolves. Like the copper atoms, each iron atom that dissolves leaves two
electrons behind. This means that both positively
charged copper and iron ions are floating around in
your vinegar salt solution.
Originally, the steel nail was neutrally charged, but
when the positively charged iron ions left the nail,
the nail became negatively charged. This is because
the nail is now made up of more negatively charged
particles than positive charged particles.
Negatively charged particles attract positive charged particles like a magnet. The
negatively charged nail attracts positive
charges in the liquid. Both the iron ions and
the copper ions are positively charged. The
copper ions are more strongly attracted to the
negative charge than the iron ions, so they
stick to the negatively charged nail, forming a
coating of copper on the steel.
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Relating to our environment.
Metal plating has been done for hundreds of years. Today, most
plating uses electricity to change the charges of metal to hasten the
process for industrial use. Jewelry, cutlery and coins typically use
plating to give an “expensive” finish to an inexpensive metal.
Galvanised metal is an example of a zinc coating on iron or steel to
prevent it from rusting.

Jar
1st century A.D.
silver, gold-plating

Rostov Region, Azov District, Village of Vysochino
Vysochino-7 burial site. Barrow No. 28, Crypt 2
Azov Museum of History, Archaeology and Paleontology
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Plato’s Pond aligns with the following National Standards
(For supplementing classroom learning Year 6.)
US National Standards are listed in the front of this packet.

National Curriculum Science Key Stage 2
Sc1 Scientific Enquiry:

Knowledge, skills and understanding

Ideas and evidence in science
1. Students should be taught:
b. that it is important to test ideas using evidence from observation an
measurement.
Investigative skills
2. Students should be taught to:
Obtaining and presenting evidence
f. make systematic observations and measurements, including the use of ICT
for data logging
g. check observations and measurements by repeating them where appropriate
Considering evidence and evaluating
i. make comparisons and identify simple patterns or associations in their own
observations and measurements or other data
j. use observations, measurements or other data to draw conclusions
k. decide whether these conclusions agree with any prediction made and/or
whether they enable further predictions to be made
l. use their scientific knowledge and understanding to explain observations,
measurements or other data or conclusions

Sc2 Life processes and living things:

Adaptation
5. Students should be taught:
b. about the different plants and animals found in different habitats
c. how animals and plants in two different habitats are suited to their
environment

Sc3 Materials and their properties:

Changing materials
2. Students should be taught:
a. to describe changes that occur when materials are mixed
[for example, adding salt to water]
Separating mixtures of materials
3. Students should be taught:
a. how to separate solid particles of different sizes by sieving
[for example, those in soil]
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Plato’s Pond aligns with the following National Standards
(For supplementing classroom learning Years 7-8.)
US National Standards are listed in the front of this packet.

National Curriculum Science Key Stage 3
Key Concepts:

1.1 Scientific thinking
a. Using scientific ideas and models to explain phenomena and developing
them creatively to generate and test theories.
b. Critically analysing and evaluating evidence from observations and
experiments.

Key Processes:

2.1 Practical and enquiry skills
Students should be able to:
a. use a range of scientific methods and techniques to develop and test ideas
and explanations

Range and Content:

3.2 Chemical and material behaviour
a. elements and compounds show characteristic chemical properties and
patterns in their behaviour.
3.3 Organisms, behaviour and health
d. all living things show variation, can be classified and are interdependent,
interacting with each other and their environment
e. behaviour is influenced by internal and external factors and can be
investigated and measured.
3.4 The environment, Earth and universe
a. geological activity is caused by chemical and physical processes

Curriculum Opportunities:

The curriculum should provide opportunities for students to:
a. research, experiment, discuss and develop arguments
c. use real-life examples as a basis for finding out about science
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